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Root Systems and Periods on Hirzebruch Surfaces
By

Jun-ichi MATSUZAWA*
§ I.

Introduction

Cayley classified all nonsingular cubic surfaces in three-dimensional complex
projective space by using the configuration of the 27 lines on the surface [3].
The symmetry of these 27 lines can be described by the Weyl group and root
system of type EG ([4]). Furthermore these objects, namely the 27 lines, the
Weyl group of type EG, and root system of type EG, have natural realization
in the Picard group of cubic surface ([8]).
In [10] a fine moduli space M of marked cubic surfaces was constructed
explicitly in such a manner that the relation between the geometrical structure
of M and the structure of root system became clear. On the other hand the
fine moduli spaces for certain classes of rational surfaces were constructed in
terms of root system and periods, which are integrals of a meromorphic 2-form
over 2-cycles on the surface corresponding to roots ([7]). The moduli space
M was reconstructed in terms of the root system and the periods in the same
way (Appendix in [10]).
In this paper, we discuss the moduli problem for certain class of rational
surfaces in terms of the root system of type A. Let X be the rational surface
obtained from the w-th Hirzebruch surface or rational ruled surface with invariant n by blowing up n points. The relation between the Hirzebruch surfaces with n points blown up and the root system of type An-i is similar to
the relation between the cubic surface and the root system of type EG. We
prove a Torelli theorem for the pairs of X and a certain anticanonical divisor
on X by using the structure of the root system of type An-l in the Picard
group of X.
We shall construct a family p: £-»S of the Hirzebruch surfaces with n
points blown up and study a period mapping for the fibration p: £-»S, where
the base space S is the quotient space of a maximal torus of the simple Lie
group of type An-i by its Weyl group. The fiber & of p can be regarded as
a compactification of the fiber of semi-universal deformation of the simple surCommunicated by K. Saito, April 9, 1992.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classifications: 14J10 (14J26)
* Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
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face singularity of type , l n _ i . This relation between the Hirzebruch surfaces
with n points blown up and simple surface singularities of type An^ is similar
to the relation between Del Pezzo surfaces and simple surface singularities of
type E (see Remark 5.4). In order to define a period mapping, we fix a meromorphic 2-form co on 36. Denote by AciS the discriminant variety of p and by
SiX (t^S\A) the anticanonical divisor on the fiber %t such that the restriction
of o) to the fiber 36j has poles only along S)£. The fundamental group ;ri(5\A)
of the space S\A is isomorphic to the Artin group associated to the extended
Dynkin diagram of type An^l ([11]). The monodromy group or the image of
the monodromy representation of 7Ti(S\A) on the second homology group of
&\®t is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group W of the root system of type
/i n _i. The group 7U1(S\A) acts on the period domain as an affine transformation group which is isomorphic to W.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge many helpful discussions with Ikuo Satake
about the work in this paper. I would also like to thank K. Irie for calculating the ranks of the homology groups of 36^^ and for helpful conversation
about questions in topology. I finally express my gratitude to I. Naruki and
K. Saito for giving me many valuable suggestions.
§ 2. Hirzebruch Surfaces with Several Points Blown up
We denote by In, n^O, the n-th Hirzebruch surface or the rational ruled
surface with invariant n. The surface In is a P^-bundle over P1. For n^l,
2n are obtained by desingularising the projective cone Y in Pn+1 over a nonsingular rational curve of degree n which lies in a hyperplane of pn+l.
Especially 20 is PixPl. The Hirzebruch surfaces have only one ruling except
for J0 (see e.g. [1, Chap. V. 4], [6, Chap. V]). For n^l, let TT : In— P1 be
the ruling and S the unique section with S-S= — n.
For later use, we shall give another realization of £n. £n is isomorphic
to the variety in PzxP1
(2.1)

In= {(Co : Ci : C»)(s : O^P'xP 1 1 s B Co=* B Ci

The second projection gives the ruling and
(2.2)

S= {(Co : Ci : C.)(s : 0 - Sn I Co=Ci-

Put

(2.3)

Then F and Ff are two fibers and C0 is a section with CQ-C0=n. In is
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covered by 4 copies Ulf l^z<^4, of C2 with coordinates (z[l\ z^}, which are
defined by

(2.4)
I [74 = ,£ n \(F'UCo),

(2i 4) , Z^) — (s/t, Co/Ca).

The transition functions among these coordinates are given by

(2.5)
Definition 2.1. We say that n points Pl9 ••• , Pn of 2n are 'in general
position' if no two of them lie on a fiber and no one lies on the section S.
Remark 2.2. For n^l, let 0:£n-^Y be the morphism obtained by desingular ising the projective cone Y in Pn+1. If n points Plf • • • , Pn of 2n are
in general position, the n points Qt=0(Pt), l^i^n, are contained in a unique
hyperplane H such that H does not pass the vertex of Y and the intersection
Hc\Y is an irreducible nonsingular curve. By Bertini's theorem, the set of
hypersurfaces H such that Hf^Y is an irreducible nonsingular curve is an open
dense subset of the complete linear system H\, considered as a projective
space. Therefore the set of the points (Plf • • • , Pn} in general position is an
open dense subset of the variety InX ••• xSn (n times).
From now on, we assume that n^l.
general position and

Let Plf ••• , Pn be n points of 2n in

P\Xn—>Sn

the morphism obtained by blowing up these n points.
Let / and s be the linear equivalence classes of the total transforms of a
fiber of TT and the section S respectively. Let Elf • • • , En(Ei=7j:~1(Pi)) be the
exceptional curves and e lf • • - , e n the linear equivalence classes of them. Then
we have (see e. g. [6, Chap. V])
Proposition 2.3.
(1) The Picard group Pic(Xn} is generated by f, s, elt ••• , en.
(2) The intersection pairing on Xn is given by / 2 =0, s2= — n, e\= — l
(3) The canonical class is k =—(nJr2}f—2sJrel-\- -• +en.
(4) Let C be an irreducible curve on Xn, other than E1} ••• , En, and c=xf
^i=iblei the linear equivalence class of C. Then we have either (i) x = l,
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y=Q,

bi^O (1^'^n), (ii) *=0, y=l, 6i=0(l^*^n), or (iii) x^ny, y>0, &,^

Notation 2.4. Let D be an anticanonical divisor on Xn whose irreducible
components are the proper transforms F, F' of two distinct fibers F, F' of the
projection n: In-»Pl not containing P1} ••• , Pn, the proper transform S of the
section S, and the proper transform C of the section C of TT with C 2 =w which
passes through Plf ••• , Pn. We shall give an order FI, F2 to these two components F, F' and call it an orientation of the divisor

By b(.Yn) we denote the set of such anticanonical divisors. Since the linear
equivalence classes of FI, F2, S, C are /, /, s, and nf+s— e^ — ••• — en respectively, the linear equivalence class of D is (w+2)/+2s— el— ••• — en. Thus D
is an anticanonical divisor on Xn.
Definition 2.5. Let Xn and X'n be surfaces obtained by blowing up n
points in general position of In.
For D=Fi+F B +S+CcEb(Z n ) and Z>'—
, if there exists an isomorphism 0: Zn-»X'n such that

)=F{ (i=l, 2),
then we say that the pairs (Xn, D) and (X'nt D'} are isomorphic.
We next consider the isomorphic classes of the pairs (Xn, D).
Lemma 2.6. Let F 0 =^- 1 (0) and F^x-^oo) be fibers of Int S the (-n)section, and C an n-section of n: Sn-^P1. Let p'\X'n-^Iln be a blowing-up
at n points in general position and Df=FiJrFf2JrSf-}-C/^'t(X/n).
Then there exists
n points Plr ••• , Pn of Un in general position which have the following properties:
(1) P19 .-^P^CMFoUFco),
(2) Let Xn be the surface obtained by blowing up Plt ••• , Pn. Then there
exists an isomorphism 0 : Xn~^Xrn such that
(P(F0)=FJ, Q(FJ=Fi,

«(S)=S7,

®(C)=C',

where F0, Ko, S, C are the proper transforms of F0, Foo, S, C respectively,
Proof. The Hirzebruch surface 2n can be obtained by blowing up the
vertex Q of a projective cone Y in Pn+1 over a nonsingular rational curve of
degree n lying in a hyperplane of Pn+1. The n -sect ions of In are the strict
transforms of the hyperplane sections of F not containing the vertex Q. Let
H and //' be the hyperplanes in Pn+1 corresponding to C and C' = pf(C'}.
There exists a projective automorphism $ of Pn+1 which sends H to H' and
preserves the cone Y. Let ^ be the automorphism of In induced by 0, which
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sends C to C' and preserves the fibers. Let (pz be the automorphism of 2n
induced by the automorphism of x(In)=Pl which sends F0 to F(=p/(Ff1) and
Foo to F'2=p'(F'z}. Put <p=(p1-(pz. Then we have

Let 0i, ••• , Qn be the centers of the blowing-up p' : X'n-*In. Put Pi=(p~1(Qi'),
l^i^n, then A, ••• , PBcEC\(F0UFco). Let Zw be the surface obtained by blowing up PI, ••• , Pn and 0: Xn-*X'n the induced isomorphism by (p. Then 0
satisfies the second condition.
Proposition 2.7. Let p : Xn-*%n (resp. pf : X'n-+Sn) be the morphism obtained
by blowing up n points PI, ••• , Pn (resp. Pi, ••• , P'n) in general position and D—
(resp. Z^Fi+FJ+S'+C'eb^)). Let

T/zen #/ie />airs (.Yn, D) anrf (Xn, J^O are isomorphic if and only if there exists
an automorphism g of P1 such that

Proof.

This follows from Lemma 2.6.
§ 3. Homology and Root System

Throughout this section, we assume that n^2. We shall study the homology groups of the surfaces Xn and Xn^D (D=FlJrF2-}-S+C^b(Xn^
with
integral coefficients. The root systems of type An-i can be realized in the
homology groups of Xn. The realization is similar to that of the root systems
in the homology groups of Del Pezzo surfaces and certain rational surfaces
([8], C?]).
We consider the homology exact sequence :
— > Hs(Xn ;Z)—> Hs(Xn, Xn\D ; Z)

Z)-^H2(Xn,Xn\D;Z)

We extend the intersection form in H2(Xn; Z) to H2(Xn; Z)®ZR-

Let
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and

Proposition 3.1. Let Q and R be as above. Then Q is given by

(3.1)

Q={a'

and R is a root system of type An^ in Q(£)ZR and Q is generated by R. The
set n={ei—ei+i\l^i^n} is a basis of R, where et is the class of the exceptional
curve Ei=p-l(Pi).
Proof.

We have the following duality :

Thus ker/* is the lattice whose elements are orthogonal to the classes of the
components of D. Since the classes of the components of D are /, s, and
nf+s— ei— ••• —en (see Notation 2.4), we have (3.1).
Let a=xfjrys+^i=1biei be an element of Q. It follows from
that
x=y=Q,
Thus

(3.2)

0

Let a=S?=iMie#. Since a - a = — 2, we have 2?=a M=2. Thus bl=±l, bj=
±1 for some i, j (*'=£/) and the rest are 0. By (3.2), a must be ±(0*— £/) and
we have R— {et— e j \ i ^ j } . Therefore Q is generated by R. Furthermore R
is a root system of type An..i in Q0zR and 17 is a basis of J?. gi
We next consider the second homology group H2(Xn\D ; Z).
tion 3.1, we have the short exact sequence
(3.3)

0 — > Hi(Xn, Xn^D ; Z) -^

By Proposi-

Hz(Xn\D ; Z} -X <? —^ 0 .

l

Let Ei=p- (Pi) and Ej^p-^Pj) be the exceptional curves and Bi=Eir\C. Let
T be a closed tubular neighborhood of C in ,Yn such that Tr\Et and Tr\Ej
are fibers. Let 7 be an injective path in C from BI to 5y and let
(3.4)

rfl^=(£i\(£tnT))u3T|rU(£A(^nT)).

We can take the orientation such that F i t j is homologous to Et—Ej
Hence we have

in ^n.
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dT\7

fei

_L_fe)

We shall write
where D1=F1, D2==C, DZ=F2, and D*=S.

By Lemma 2.6 and (2.4), we can take a local coordinate U5t}, z^
around the intersection Dlr\Dl^l on A'7l (D^D^. For r{l), ri i} >0, let ATt
z'^4) be the 2-cycle on Xn\D defined by
^=iW i} , *i°)

(3.5)

with orientation (argzi (i) , argz 2 U) ).
If iWt is the chain
(3.6)

Mt= {(*{*>, z^

with orientation (argz{ l) , mz|°, 3^) (Sd^ and 3z denote the real part and the
imaginary part of z respectively), then the boundary of Ml is 7Vt.
(3.7)

SAfi=A\
We have

Lemma 3.2.
(1) Let ul be the homology class of Nt in H2(Xn\D; Z) and fjtt the homology
class of MI in HB(Xn, Xn\D ; Z). Then we have
(i) Vi=9*(;O,
(ii) y t = — ^ + i, /£, = — JM I + I (l^i^4, I; B =VI, t**=l*i).
(2) #3(-Yn, X n \J9; Z)^Z, generated by ^.
Proof. By (2.5), (3.6), and (3.7), we have (1). It follows from the duality
theorem that
(3.8)

H,(Xn, Xn^D ; Z)**Hl(D ; Z)

Let ^t be an injective path in Dl from Dl_1r\Dl to Dtr\Dl+l (D0=D4) and p=
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Ti + •" +74- Then Hi(D; Z} is generated by the homology class of T- Since
the intersection number Mrf= (— 1)*, ^ is a generator of H*(Xn, Xn^D; Z) by
Poincare duality, m
The Poincare duality yields a canonical isomorphism
Hzc(Xn\Di

Z^

2

where H c(Xn\D ; Z) is the second cohomology group of Xn\D with compact
supports. This duality induces the intersection product on H2(Xn\D ; Z)
Proposition 3.3. Let v=3*(/f) be the image of a generator p of H3(Xn, Xn\
D • Z) and al} l<i<n-l, the class of Flil+l in H2(Xn\D ; Z). Then H2(Xn\D ; Z)
is generated by v, a1} ••• , an-i and the intersection pairing is given by

-2,

Proof.

ifi=j,
i— ;|=1,

1,

if

0,

otherwise.

Since

is a basis of the lattice Q (Proposition 3.1), we have, by (3.3),

The intersection numbers of these generators are given as follows: since
—0, we have

i=j,

-2,

if

1,

if |i-y

0,

otherwise.

=1,

§ 4e Torelli Theorem for the Pairs (Xn, D]
We now prove a Torelli theorem for the pairs (Xn, D), where Xn (n^2) is
the blowing up of In at n points Plt ••• , Pn in general position and
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is a marked anticanonical divisor on Xn. The formulation is similar to that
of [7].
Let ^ be a generator of H3(Xn) Xn\D ; Z) and

There exists a unique meromorphic 2-form o»v on Xn such that a)v has poles
only along D and a)v(v)=l. By Lemma 3.2, i; is the homology class of Ni or
Nz (see (3.5)). If v is the homology class of Art, then
.

. -

for l=1 20

'

in a neighbourhood of Dlr\Dl+l, where Di=Fi, D2=C, and DS=F2. The residue
map gives the 1-form
(4.2)

Reseat ^/z^

^T

on C.
Lemma 4.1. Leif A,j be the 2-cycle defined by (3.4).
H2(Xn\D; Z) is the homology class of Nr (r—l or 2), then

Let

v=d*(/ji)^

], i/ r=l,
], // r=2,
where [_Qi, Q2 ; Q3, OJ denotes the cross ratio of the points Qlt Qz, Q3, and Q4

Proof. Since Et and £^ are the inverse image of the points Pz and Py
respectively, we have

Therefore
\

jrltj

(Dv= \

JdT\r

a

By the residue formula, we have

\

JdT\r

ft)r,=2^:V—

_

1 _ r dzr

~ 2^V:rlJr *i(r)

-log-^

(modZ),
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where tl and tj are the affine coordinates of the points Etr\C and E3^\C respectively (Frr\C=Q). Then we have
exp^jrV-lf

o)v^= —
-[(1:0), (0: !);(!: y, (!:«]•

Thus lemma follows. ®
We shall define a character l»; Q->C* by

C*

- C*

Notation 4.2. Let y be the homology class of Nr (r=l, 2).
introduce the marking of Flt F2 in the following way:
F0=Fi, F^—Fz,

in case v=[*Vi] ,

F — /^

if case ij—[~ \T "1

"F *—~ /"^

We shall

Then Lemma 4.1 says that
(4.4)

exp (2n V^lf

(w v )=[F 0 nC, F«nC ; £,r\C, £ t nC] .

We now have the Torelli theorem for the pairs (Xn, D}.
Theorem 4.3. Let p:Xn-^2n (resp. p'lX'n-^Sn) be the morphism obtained
by blowing up n points Plf ••• , Pn (resp. P(, ••• , P'n} in general position and j9<=
b(Xn) (resp. D'^(X'n}) with the marking D^Fo+F^+S + C (resp. D' = F'Q+F'00+
S' + C') associated with the homology class v e Hz(Xn\D', Z} (resp. v' ^
H2(X'v\D'; Z)) (see Notation 4.2). Let Tv (resp. Xl<) be the character of the root
lattice defined by (4.3). // <p: Hz(Xn; Z)->Hz(X'n; Z) is an isometry such that
(1) ^([Fo])—[Fo], ^([Foo])=[Fw], ^([C])—[C 7 ], p([5])=[S/],
(2) c^*^ 7 ')—H»,
then there exists an isomorphism 0: Xn-+X'n which induces <p and maps F0 to
FJ, Foo ^ F«, C ^ C, anrf S to S'.
Proo/8 Let Q (resp. QO and J? (resp. R') be the root lattice and the root
system defined in Section 3. It follows from the condition (1) and the Proposition 3.1 that

<P(Q)=Q',
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Let El=p-1(Pl) and el its class in H2(Xn; Z). By (1), e(=tp(el) is the class of
the exceptional curve on X'n and let E( be the exceptional curve for p' corresponding to the class e(. We change the suffixes of P{, ••• , P'n in such a way
that E(=(p'Y\P(). It follows from the condition (2) and (4.4) that

Thus the theorem follows from the Proposition 2.6.
5. A Family of the Hirzebruch Surfaces with n Points Blown up
Let T be a maximal torus of SL(n, C) (n^2) and W the Weyl group of
SL(n, C), which is isomorphic to the symmetric group -3n of degree n. The
quotient space S=T/W is isomorphic to Cn~l. In this section, we construct a
family of Hirzebruch surfaces with n points blown up over S. For t=
(alf .-, an,1)=S=Cn'1f put

(5.1)
3= { ( x s ,

The manifold £ is obtained by glueing °Ult l<i<J4, as follows:
X i X- 2 —— A^ 2 X 4:=i:: 1 ,

A' 2 —— A' 3 ,

(5.2)
Let ^5: X—»S be the projection to S.
Remark 5.1. The open sets c /7 t are glued in the same way as the open
sets Ul of Hirzebruch surface In (see (2.4), (2.5)).
Proposition 5.2. Let £ and S be as above, then £ is nonsingular.

Put

A=\t(=S\the equation ft(x)=Q has a multiple root}.
Then we have
(1) // £e=S\A, the fiber £t=<p~1(t) is a nonsingular surface. In this case,
if tlf -•• , tn be the roots of the equation ft(x)=Q, then & is isomorphic to the
surface obtained by blowing up
I n = {(Co: Ci: C»)(s : t^PzxPi s B Co=^Ci}
at the points (litl: Q)(tL: 1), l ^ i ^ n , on the n-section C0 (see (2.3)).
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(2) // £<™A, the fiber & has singularities. Put

%t has simple singularities of type Aki-i,

l^i

Proof. For *'=£!, <U, has no singular point. Let ^
set defined by /£^0 (resp. ^^0) in ^Uj.

(resp. L^2) be the open

Then
(5.3)

2={(*, y, z)(alt • • • , a n -i)^
Put
gi(x, y, z, a1} •-•:
gt(x, y, z, a l 9 • • • ,

then the rank of the Jacobian matrix of gl is not 0. Thus 36 is nonsingular.
(1) Let f=(fli, • • - , an-1)~S\A and Ul=cU1r\^t) then the first projection U1-^V1
= C2 is nothing but the blowing up of C2 at the points Pl=(ti, 0), l^i^n,
where tlf • • • , tn are the roots of ft(x)=Q- If we identify Vi with the open set
Ul of Jn (see (2.4)), the point Pl=(ti, 0)GFj corresponds to the point (1: f?: 0)
(^: l)ej n . Thus we have (1) by Remark 5.1. (2) Let £<=A and put

Then U1=W1UWZ.

The open set Wl has no singularity.

Since

is the defining equation of 1/F2 and ^^^- for i=£j, we can take a neighbourhood
around jc=£i such that

Thus we can choose a local coordinate
xf=(x-t^il(x-t
fei
Then we have
This has the simple singularity of type Aki-i at the origin.
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We next consider a meromorphic 2-form co on # defined by

Let & be the pole divisor of a) and © e =3)r\£t for

^S.

Proposition 5.3. For t^S\A, we have Q^F+F'+S + Cv, where F, F', S,
and C0 are the strict transforms of the divisors F, F', S, and C0 on Sn defined
in (2.2) and (2.3).
Proof. Let t=(alf ••• , a n _OeS\A and Ul=cUlrMtt. Let Vl (i=l, 2) be the
open subspace of Ui defined by

where / £ (,t)=.\: 7i H-a 1 ^ 7i - 1 H-----h-fl n -i*+l. Then

Put %=:%!, y=y\ and z—X/^, then

Let o)t be the restriction of a) to the fiber %t- On Vlt
_
It follows from yz+ft(x)=Q

1

dx^dy

that

dft
—.—(jc)d;c+2rfl[3J+j;d2=0
.
ax

Thus we have
(bi4)

dx^dy _
_
_

dx/\dz_dy >\dz
_ _-^^_^ e
rf% ^^

In Vi, the poles of this form lie on the set

r
PF=K,T, 3;, *)€E(

^^

If (%, 3;, 2r)€EW, then / t (^)=0 by 3^=2=0. Since feS\A, /t(jc)=0 has no
multiple root. Thus there is no common root of ft(x)=Q and
(dft/dx)(x)=Q
and we have W=(j>. Hence the 2-form ( d x / \ d y ) / y is holomorphic on Fx and a)t
has poles only along the divisor defined by *=0 on Vl9 which is Fr\Vi.
We next put z=n/X, then
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and

__
( )
on Vi.

1

dx/\dy

2

x y

We have

Thus
dxA.dy _dx/\dz_
xy
%z

x

dyf\dz
zAfj(^\ '
dx ^ '

Since z=Q implies y=Q and F, C0 are defined by £=0, z=y=Q respectively,
this form has poles along the divisors Fr\V2 and CQr\V2 on V2.
By (5.1)
and

on U2. Since x2=Q and y2=Q define the divisors F' and C0 respectively, a)t
has poles along F'o£/2 and C 0 nf/ 2 on U2.
Similarly a)t has poles along (F'US)n£/ 3 on f/3 and (FuS)r\U^ on £/ 4 . P
Remark 5.4. (1) For a semi-universal deformation ?}-^S of simple surface
singularity of type Et (1=6, 7, 8), there is a family f—S whose general fibers
are Del Pezzo surfaces and regarded as the compactifications of general fibers
of fl->S ([12]).
7)
-S

The fiber §)s is / points blowing up of P2 and C=D s \?Js is an anticanonical
divisor of fs which is a rational curve with a cusp. It is well known ([5] [8])
that
is a root system of type £z in // 2 (f s ; ZY®zR, where [C] is the class of the
curve C and H2(j)s', ZY is the orthogonal complement of C in //2(I)*; ^)On the other hand, for a semi-universal deformation 3~*S of simple surface
singularity of type An-lf we can construct a similar family 3— >S as follows:
Put S^C71'1 and for t=(alt ••• , fl n -i)CES, put
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Let

', flB-i>=C"xS}

Let 3 be the manifold obtained by glueing cvit l<i^4, in the same way as
C
U1 (see (5.2)). Let
S' — {seSjthe fiber 3s is nonsingular} .
7

The fiber 3s, seS , is isomorphic to the n points blowing up of the Hirzebruch
surface. Let 3 be the open subspace of ci/i defined by ^0, then 3~*S can be
regarded as a semi-universal deformation of simple surface singularity of type
,in-i. The fiber 3s is a compactification of 3s- If st^S 7 , the complement 3s\3s
has three components F' , S and C0, which are the divisors in Proposition 5.3.
The classes of F', S and C0 are /, s and nf -\-s-ei~ ••• — en (see Notation 2.4).
For s^S7, let

then R is a root system of type An-i in // 2 (3«; Z>Y®zR by Proposition 3.1,
where ft(3«, ^)x is the orthogonal complement of /, s, and [C0] in H2(Es, Z}
with respect to the intersection pairing.
(2) For s=(fli, • • - , fl n -i)^S 7 with fl B _!^0, lei

be a 2-form on 3sr^ c Vi, which has poles along F'^uS. Extending o>J1} to 3s by
the transition functions (5.2), we obtain the 2-form ws on 3s- This is the same
2-form as in the proof of Proposition 5.3.

§ 6. Monodromy Representation of ?ri(S\A) on
Let (p : #^S, S) and A be as in Section 5.

Let

S'=S\A

Then ^ : #'— >S' is a locally trivial fiber bundle whose fibers are open surfaces
3e£\®«, feS'. The fundamental group 7Ti(S7, f) acts on //2(&\®t ; Z) as the
monodromy of 9: 36' -^S7.
Let
T={(tl9 '"9tn^(C*r\ti'"tn = l}
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n &-f,)=o}.
The symmetric group @n of degree n acts on T by permutations of coordinates
and its quotient space is isomorphic to S1 :

By the definition of A, we have

(6.1)

S'

Let 1 be the Lie algebra of T and tc its complexification

Let
0={(x 1> • • - , xn)<=i\xt<=Z\.
Then the kernel of exponential mapping exp: ic-»T is 2x^—lQ, where
_

(6.2)

exp

0 — > 2K^-IQ — > tc — > T — > 1 .

Therefore we have
where ©„ acts on ic by permutations of coordinates and Q acts on tc by translations :

We denote by W the group Qxi(S n . It is isomorphic to the affine Weyl
group of the root system of type An^ (see [2]). Let

Lkt,j={(xlf

••-,

X^^HXt-Xj^k}.

where l<i<j^n, k^Z. A fundamental region of W in tc is given by

where
(6.3)

^={(^1, • • • , xj^tlxt^xj

for i<j, Xi — xn^l}.

Thus each element of tc is equivalent under W to just one element of

Let
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.
i, j , k

l^i<j&
kt=Z

It follows from (6.1) and (6.2) that
(6.4)

S'=lc'/W.

A fundamental region of W in icf is given by

where A is the interior of A. By (6.3), the hyperplanes L\,n, #1,2, ••• , Hn-i.n
are the walls of A. Let us denote L\.n by HQ and HitM by Ht. Let WQ, wit
• • - , z^ r a _i be the orthogonal reflections fixing these hyperplanes with respect to
the bilinear form on t given by
<(*f), W>=S*,:y, Let ma be the order of wlwj. Then
' mtj=l,

if « = ; ,

m^=3,

if j— ;|=1,

m f ^=3,

if (f, ;)=(0, TZ) or (71, 0),

mij—fl ,

otherwise.

The following result has been proved by Nguyen Viet Dung.
Theorem 6.1 ([11]). The fundamental group TTi(S') has a presentation with
generators cr0, alf -• , an-i and relations'.
TTijy times

m,ij times

The loop corresponding to the generator a% can be given as follows (see
[11]). Let
1
^
o)i=—(n — i, n — i, • • - , n — i, —i, • • - , — i)^i.
n

Then colf • • • , a)n-i and O are the vertices of the convex polyhedron A.
denote by & the bary-center of A:
(6.5)

Let

o>——(<Wi+ ••• +ft^_i)

Let us
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^

a{=(o, •-, o,T, -i, o, • • - , o),
«{=(-!, 0, - - - , 0 , 1),

jrl

Then &

w

is the bary-center of the face Ar\Hl9 Q<^i<in — l.

Let

r< ( 1 ) :[0, 1]— >t c
be the path from 2nVl:l& to a-+2^:V:=:Tft)ci) denned by

Let

r? 3 : CO, 1] — > tc

be the path from aH-2wV:=:T<iDc*) to ^ l (2^V =r Tfti) defined by

Let us denote by YI the product of ^t(1) and T'^ beginning at 2n\/—l<o and
ending at wl(2n^— Iff)).

r.=rr}ri(8)

(6.6)

The path 7% is in tc'. The image fl of ^t under the projection ic'~ >S' =
t c f f i gives the generator al of Ki(S'). When n— 3, the path ?\ is given as in
the following figure: i c =t+27rV— li

_
2?r\/-li (imaginary part)

\/

Let £=e*^-if2n

and
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Then £„= exp^TrV1-!**)). Let £0 be the image of £„ under the quotient mapping
T-»T/<5n. Before describing the monodromy, we shall give 2-cycles of XtQ
whose homology classes are generators of //2(36t0\SDz0 ; Z). It follows from
Proposition 5.2 that the fiber 3itQ is the surface obtained by blowing up In at
the points (1 : £»<»-**•»> . o)({;»-«+1 : 1), 1^'^n. By the arguement in the proof
of Proposition 5.2,
is the blowing up of C2 at the points Pl=(Cin~zi+\ 0),

For £>0, let iV be the torus in U^ defined by I Xi\ = \yi\ =e with orientation (arg *!, arg^O. Let El be the exceptional curve defined by x1=C)n~zi+lf
3>i=0 in C/i. Let cy be the closed tubular neighborhood of the j^-axis in Ui
such that cvr\EL is a fiber. Let TT be the path from (C n ~ ai+1 , 0)(1 : 0) to
(C»-*c<+i>+i f 0)(1:0) in U 1 defined by

Then we can construct a 2-cycle riti+1 as in Section 3 (see (3.4)):
(6.7)

rtl

i+ i=(/s\\(

with orientation (arg xlt
Let p and al are the homology classes of N and A.i+i respectively. It
follows from Proposition 3.3 that // 2 (& 0 \©z 0 ; Z) is generated by v, a1} ••• , an-l.
Theorem 6.2. Let 1Q^S' be the point corresponding to &. Let
p : ni(S'9 « -^ Aut(ft(3E £o \ffit 0 ; Z}}
be the monodromy of the fibration (p: X'-*S'. Let v, a1} ••• , an-i be the generators of // 2 (& 0 \®« 0 ; Z}} and OQ, alf ••• , on-i the generators of 7Ti(S', £„) as above.
Let a0=— v— a1— ••• —an-lf then at acts on //2(36«0\®t0 ; Z} by

where the dot - denote the intersection pairing given in Proposition 3.3. The
monodromy group, the image p(7r1(S/) £0)), is isomorphic to the afjlne Weyl group
of the root system of type An^.
Proof. In order to describe the action of aif we consider the parallel displacement of the cycles A, /\ 2 , • • • , Fn-i.n along the path fl in S' = (T\A)/@ n .
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First we consider the action of at for *'=!, • • • , n—1. The path fit l ^ z ^ n — l,
gives the path in T\A from (C"'1, C n ~ 3 , • • • , C" (re ~ 1} ) to
(pn-i
V»

fn-z

» S

r»-2c<-i)+i

» "" » s

rn-2(.i+i)+i

>S

r?i-2i + i ;*re-2ci+2)+i

>S

>S

> "

r-(n-mB

>S

/

By the construction of the cycles N and 7\ l+ i, the resulting cycles Nf and
FJ.i+1 of parallel displacement of N and A.ui along the path ff are given by
(up to homology):

r^ +1 ]=ay

if j^i—lf if z'-fl ,

Thus we have

2x-at

We next describe the action of <TO. The path ?Q gives the path in 7\A
from (C71-1, C71"3, - , C" CB " l) ) to (C"^'0, C n ~ 3 , - , C71'1). On the homology we have

[r{ii+1] = [r ili+1 ]=a 4

if i=2, 3, - , n-2 .

The classes [rj.a] and [ri_ 1>n ] can be calculated as follows. Let r{ be the
path from (C-^"13, 0)(1 : 0) to (C1-1, 0)(1 : 0) in Ul defined by
: 0),

Then the cycle r{,* is homologous to the cycle

The cycle F'-fF 2 ,3+ ••• +r»_i, n is homologous to — N.

Hence we have
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r ;.,=-[#]-[/%.,] ----- [/V lin ]
Similarly we have
i

n-l,n=

L-^J

LJ- l,2j

'"

L^ 71-2,71-lJ

Thus we have
/

\/

\

"^ * ^0

p(<T0)(x) = X -- -

-a 0 ,

^0 * ^0

where aQ=—(v+al+ ••• +«n-i)The elements p(al), Q^i<n — l, have the same relations as wif 0^/^n — 1.
Thus p(7T1(S/, W) is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group of the root system of
type An-L m
The fundamental group ^i(Sx, ta) acts on Hom z (// 2 (a6 to \®t 0 ; Z), C) by
Let

(6.8)

fl

Since i/ is fixed by the action of 7Ti(S', ^ 0 ), & is stable under the action of
', Q. Let
f0) — > Aut (0)
be the homomorphism defined by this action.
Let v* and at, l<i<n — 1, be the elements of Homz(H2(^t\(^tQ ', Z), C) defined by
1,
if *=*,
0,

otherwise,

Let f<=Q. Since /M=l, / has the form /=v*+S?=i1 a t «* (a t -=C). Let F*
be the vector space S?^!1^^ then

We shall define a non-degenerate bilinear form on F* by

where ^^^(S?^!1 #i«t) and 3'*=(S?ri1 ^ z at).

Let us write

f—
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Let wa*, l^i^n—l, be the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to «t
and W* the group generated by wa*, • • - , wa*_ . Let R*=W*({aff ••• , a*-i})«
Then R* forms a root system of type _4 n _i in V*. For «*<E/?* and &eZ, let
(6.9)

L**.k={v*eV*\<a*, v*y=k}.

The group W* generated by the reflections wa*,k in the hyperplanes Z,J*. ft (a*
is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group of the root system of type

Corollary 6.3. The. fundamental group ;ri(S', £0) «c?s on £ 0s affine transformations :

I^ ( /-fi (vJ.R,vJ.z<=V*\ ]8*=-(af+ - +«S-i).
image of p* is isomorphic to the affine Weyl group of the root system of type
Proof.

For f^l and
(/D*(crO/)(^)=/(^*(cr<)-1(^))
=/(A:+(a i -x)a i )

(by Theorem 6.2)

= /W+/(a*)(«i^)
=/(^)+«vy.ji, «?>
Thus we have

This implies that c;,- acts on F* and V— IF* as the reflection in the hyperplane Lf orthogonal to a? (l^i^n — 1). For f'=0, let fi = — (ai+ ••• +« n -i) and
p*=-(a*+... +«l-i). Since
l

R+ V^lvJ, /X-

and
we have

=f(x)+(-l+<vJtR, ]8*>
Thus we have
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This implies that <TQ acts on F* as the reflection in the hyperplane L|*,i in
F* and on V— IF* as the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to /3*.
The orbit of the set {«*, ••• , aj_i} under the action of the group generated
by p*(0i), ••• , |0*On-i) forms a root system R* of type An-i in F* and
{a?, • • - , aj-i} is a basis of /?*. The element — /3*e#* is the highest root.
Thus the generators /o*((T0), ••• , p*(0"w-i) of the image /o*(7ri(S/, £„)) have the
same relations as wlt O ^ z ^ n — 1. Therefore /o*(^i(S', ?0)) is isomorphic to the
affine Weyl group of the root system of type A1t.1.
§ 7. Period Mapping for the Fibration <p : %f-»Sf
In this final section, we shall define a period mapping for the family
<p : g'->S'. Let S' be the covering JT : S'-+S' of S' which is the quotient of the
universal covering of S' by the kernel of the monodromy representation
p: ffiCS', *„)-» Aut(# 2 (& 0 \®t 0 ;Z)). Thus S' is the regular covering of S'
with the monodromy group G = p(ni(S', £<>)) as covering transformation group.
Let £ 0 -S / be the base point defined in Section 6 and write i0=(t0, MJeS 7 ,
where [_e] is the unit of 7ri(Sx, ^Vker^o. By the parallel displacement of a 2cycle 7 on & 0 \®f 0 along paths in Sx from £0 to ^, we have a horizontal family
of homology classes r(f)tE// 2 Oe t \3) £ ; Z), (feS', t=n(i)).
We associate a point f — S ' with an element ft cEHomz(//2(36t0\(3)t0; Z, C)
as follows : let
rco

where [7] is the homology class of y and (/)# is the mapping induced by the
parallel displacement along the path from t0 to t which represents i. Thus we
have a mapping
ft05(o\3)to ; Z), C) .
We call £P the period mapping for p : F— >S'.
Let fi be the affine subspace of Horn CHa(&0\S)«0 ; Z), C) defined by (6.8).
The fundamental group 3Ti(S', ^0) acts on Q as affine transformations as in
Corollary 6.3. Let L*,.,k be the hyperplane in F* defined by (6.9) and put
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Theorem 7.1.

is biholomorphic.
sentation p : ;ri(S',
group and on Q'
period mapping &

The image of the period mapping & is in Q' and the mapping

The monodromy group G, the image of the monodromy repre^0)-*Aut (// 2 (3£« 0 \®t 0 ; Z)), acts on S' as covering transformation
as affine transformations through the representation p*. The
is equivariant with these actions. Thus we have an isomorphism

Proof. As in the discussion of Section 6, an element of S' can be represented by an element ;tet+2?r V— ~iAai'c and an element w^W as follows.
By Theorem 6.2, the monodromy group G=p(n1(S', J0)) is isomorphic to the
affine Weyl group W and i+2jrV— 1A is a fundamental region of W in i^.
Thus, by (6.4), an element feS' can be represented by an element xz-t+
2^^/^lA and w~t^W uniquely.

Let xi=(xlt • • - , xJei+27rV:=:T/4 and exp(*t)=(£i, • • • , tn), where t l =
By (6.3),
(7.1)

argfi> ••- >arg^,
Let U^VifMtt

arg^-arg tn^.2n,

(see (5.1)), t=n(i).

Then

Let N(t) be the torus in Ui defined as in Section 6. Let r t (0 be the path from
(tt, 0)(1 : 0) to (tl+l, 0)(1 : 0) in U1 denned by

This path rt gives a 2-cycle ri,l^i(t) as in (6.7). Let v(0 and a t (0 be the
homology classes of N(t) and A.*+i(0 respectively. Then these classes are the
generators of ft(9Cj\®i ; Z) and the horizontal families of homology classes
are given as follows:

where the action of T^=G on ft(36«\®« ; Z) is given by the same formula in
Theorem 6.2.
Let v, at be the homology classes of 2-cycles N, Flll+i on & 0 \©t 0 defined
in Section 6. Then
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= 1.

Hence
a>

(7.3)

® (a ' )= $.,ci> a> '

=S- •
J

1

w£ (aitt))

1

If we write i^F («i(0)=^o^(0+S?=i clal(t), then
<=1

By the same arguement as in Section 4, we have
1

(7.4)

Then we have
(7.5)

S>(i)(

If wi=l, then

(7.6)
Let

then i^*+^*+V :=r lV r * is a fundamental region of lo*(^1(5/, f 0 )) in fl7. Let
*Z=(:Vl, "•, 3 ; n)+27rV =: l(^, •" , Z n )

Then ^=0^+2^=1-^

(^i)'^^ (^i)^^-

and

=(^ + i-^) +

log ^'-^+1
"
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Therefore it follows from (7.1) and (7.6) that £P gives a bijective mapping from
to the space
{/efi' \ fe»*+A* + V11!^*}.
By (7.2) and (7.3), the action of ni(S', f0) on S' is compatible with that on Q''.
Therefore the period mapping £P is bijective.
We next show that & is biholomorphic. Put
i+O-argft^ + V^Tlog ~Let (G!, • • - , a w _i) be a coordinate system of 5 as in (5.1). By (7.5) and (7.6),
it suffice to show that the Jacobian of the mapping (alt •••, an-l)—>(x'l, • • • , x'n.^
does not vanish, where

= i =li
Since
(7.7)

e,^zr,J =

?J±i
^

we shall calculate the Jacobians of the mappings
ft, -, ^-i)—

and
ft,

••• ,

tn-i)

Since

r

1
1
-TT—*—iir->
2
—

.,
lf

.. 0
^^n-2,

1
-r •
—-;—
ifi=n
—1l,

we have
r _3ft/^,

• • - , tn/tn.J

3ft, • • - , f n _ 0

-1

t/ff
0
0

l/^i
-/B/^l

0
1/^2
0

0
-*„_!/«-,,

•••

0
0
l/Jf»-a
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From the (n —l)-th column to the second column, multiply the 2-th column by
I j t t - i and add it to the (i—l)-th column, then we have
0

1/fj

0

0

0

l/t2 0

•••

0

-••

0

-1

r_

J i— T

r~

•'.

:

n/ti

1/^-3

0

0

l/tn.

••• 3/tn.t 2/tn.

n
V

'

fi(fl-fn-l)''

Thus /i^O. We next show that Jz=(d(alf •••, a, t _i)/d(£i, • • • , / 7 t _i))^0. Let /„
l<i<n, be the 2-th elementary symmetric polynomial in variables x lt • • • , x n .
It is well known that

Thus the mapping (xlt ••• , A'^.O—>(/!, ••• , / 7l _i) is locally biholomorphic on the
submanifold defined by x^Xj (if *'=£/) and ^i ••• ,v re =l, which is isomorphic to
S'. Therefore we have / 2 ^0.
It follows from /i^O, / 2 ^0, and (7.7) that the mapping (a^ ••• , a n _i)—
(A'I, • • • , *n-i) is locally biholomorphic. It follows from the bijectivity of &
that 5* is biholomorphic. The action of the monodromy group G on S' and Q'
are equivariant and G acts on these spaces freely. Therefore 5" induces an
isomorphism
S'sfl'/G
and the theorem is proved.
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